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A cultural critic, intellectual, and feminist writer, Bell Hooks is best known for classic books including Ain't I Woman, Bone Black, All About Love, Rock My Soul, Belonging, We Are Real Cool, Where We Stand, Learning Transgress, Teaching Community, Outlaw Culture, and Reel to The Real. Hooks is an emeritus professor at a residence
at Appalachian Studies at Berea College, and resides in his home state of Kentucky. When Sisters of the Yam: Black Women and Self-Recovery was released in 1994, it was praised and cemented as one of the leading public intellectuals of her generation. Today, the book is considered a classic in African-American and feminist circles.
In Sisters Yam, Hooks examines how the emotional health of black women is wounded by daily attacks of racism and sexism. Exploring such central life issues as work, beauty, trauma, addiction, eroticism and alienation from nature, hooks shares numerous strategies for self-healing and healing. It also shows how black women can
empower and effectively fight racism, sexism and consumer capitalism. As the first book hooks about psychological problems, the Yam Sisters paved the way for her later and more popular writing about love, relationships and community. This edition of South End Press Classics will include a new introduction. Fame Sisters Yam: Black
Women and Self-Healing: Addressing themes avoided in polite company, including progressive black people hooks helps us address our deepest fears, the ones we harbor about our self-esteem as African Americans, and get on with business becomes. - Village Voice Literary Supplement Hooks continues to produce some of the most
challenging, insightful, and provocative writing about race and gender issues in the United States today. Bell hooks (Bell hooks) relies more effectively on its own experience and sense of identity than ... most other writers. - Publishers weekly in Sisters Yam, Bell Hooks reflects on how the emotional health of black women has been and
continues to be influenced by sexism and racism. In an effort to create a context in which black women can work on their individual self-fulfillment efforts while remaining connected to the larger world of collective struggle, the hooks articulate the link between self-congratulation and political resistance. Both the expression of the joy of self-
healing and the need to be always vigilant in the struggle for equality, the Yam Sisters continue to speak with the experience of black femininity. Price $38.34 Publisher Routledge Publish Date October 28, 2014 Pages 198 Sizes 5.5 x 0.5 x 8.4 inches 0.52 pounds English Language Type Paperback EAN/UPC 9781138821682 and a
feminist writer, Bell Hooks is best known for classic books including including I am a woman, Bones Black, all about love, Rock My Soul, Belonging, We Are Real Cool, Where We Stand, Learning to Transgress, Learning Community, Outlaw Culture, and Reel to Real. Hooks is an emeritus professor at a residence at Appalachian Studies
at Berea College, and resides in his home state of Kentucky. The Yam sisters, with its mixture of personal storytelling, cultural criticism, brief literary analyses, and simple, old-fashioned, kitchen-table common-sense tips, may well go beyond university to different groups of people who have been hooking designed audiences for much of
her talk and writing. --Sandra Adele, African-American review (1995) In Sisters Yam, hooks articulate black women. This statement changed my mind as a health activist. Just taking care of myself, I can be a revolutionary . . . . Lee's Feminist Wire (2012) Anxiety Books VIEW LIST (18 BOOKS) On Bell Hooks When the Yam Sisters was
originally released in 1994 he received critical praise and solidified bell hooks reputation as one of the leading public intellectuals of his generation. Today, the book is considered a classic in African-American and feminist circles. This provides a starting point for most of the hooks' late work. Addressing issues such as addiction, truth,
work, grief, spirituality and eroticism, Hooks shares numerous strategies for self-congratulation that can heal people and inspire the fight against racism, sexism and consumer capitalism. This new, extended edition has a wide range of interviews where Hooks talks about how her work continues and how she has changed. Sisters Yam
stands alone as a self-help book, she says, because she associates self-rehtemper with political resistance. In these times of anti-feminist response, and with the increasing rate of depression and HIV/AIDS among black women, this important book offers several ways of healing and different ways of thinking spiritually. When Sisters of the
Yam: Black Women and Self-Recovery was released in 1994, it was praised and cemented as one of the leading public intellectuals of her generation. Today, the book is considered a classic in African-American and feminist circles. In Sisters of The Yam, Hooks examines how the emotional health of black women woWhen Sisters Yam:
Black Women and Self-Congratulation was originally released in 1994, it won critical praise and solidified bell hooks reputation as one of the leading public intellectuals of his generation. Today, the book is considered a classic in African-American and feminist circles. In Sisters Yam, Hooks examines how the emotional health of black
women is wounded by daily attacks of racism and sexism. Exploring such central life issues as work, beauty, trauma, erotica and alienation from nature, hooks shares numerous strategies for self-healing and healing. It also shows how black women can empower and effectively fight racism, sexism and consumer capitalism. As the first
book hooks about psychological problems, the Yam Sisters paved the way for her later and more popular writing about love, relationships and community. This edition of South End Press Classics will include a new introduction. Fame Sisters Yam: Black Women and Self-Healing: Addressing themes avoided in polite company, including
progressive black people hooks helps us address our deepest fears, the ones we harbor about our self-esteem as African Americans, and get on with business becomes. - Village Voice Literary Supplement Hooks continues to produce some of the most challenging, insightful, and provocative writing about race and gender issues in the
United States today. Bell hooks (Bell hooks) relies more effectively on its own experience and sense of identity than ... most other writers. Publishers Weekly sisters of the yam pdf. sisters of the yam quotes. sisters of the yam book. sisters of the yam support group. sisters of the yam summary. sisters of the yam review. sisters of the yam
audiobook. sisters of the yam ebook
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